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Introduction

1. This paper is the first one in the eeries of artic-

les devoted to the generalisation of the Laplace-Сей .juir

operators theory on U e (supergroups case. In what fo;iows

they are called shortly Laplace operators. Tbe main result

is the fornu'xa for radial parts of the Laplace operators un-

der eone general assumptions about Lie supergroup, la par-

ticular these assumptions are valid for the Lie supergro-

ups UiP'll) and C(
m
<*} • The iirst one ia the analogue

of the unitary group, the second one is the analogue of

the linetuc group of canonical transformations.

Hecall,that the differential operator,on the M e group com-

muting with shift operators 7 ^
 :
 (\^4)Ц) = f ($£ %

г
)

is called Laplace operator. Let A be a Laplace opera-

tor. It follows from the definition that tbe subset of fun-

ctions that are constant on the class of conjugate elements,

i.e. ouch that

ie invariant w.r.t. Л . The restriction of Л on the set

of such functions is called radial part of A and it ?.a

denoted Л .

Thz definition of Laplace operator and of its radial

part in Lie supergroup case is analogouse. The importance

of radial parts of Laplace operators depends on the fact

that the characters of irreducible representations are



eigenfucctione of these radial part. Thus the task of the

description of the characters of irreducible representati-

ons and, therefore, the description of the irreducible rep-

resentations themselves up to equivalence is reduced to the

problem of the mutual spectral decomposition of radial

parts of Laplace operators. In case of a Lie group G each

smooth function satisfying (0.1) is completely defined by

its restriction on some commutative subgroup H С G- which

is called a Carton subgroup. The finite group W , called

the Weyl group, actes on hi by automorphisms. The restric-

tion on H of the function f(J) satisfying (0,1) As

invariant w.r.t, W . Conversely, each smooth function on

H that is invariant w.r.t. VV is the restriction on H

of a function {(.}) satisfying (0.1). So it is in case of

so called Lie supergroups of the first type. И id questi-

on is commutative Lie group, not a Lie supergroup. The defi-

nition of Lie supergroup of the I type id given in the first

paper. Lie supergroups УЛСр'Ч) and C(
m
-
n
) e?e of thi--;

kind.

Thus, as in seroisimple Lie group case as in Ы* super-

group cf the I type case the radial part of the Ltplace ope-

rator Д is ths differential operator in the speca of fun-

ctions Jn < real variables, Л = JM» И . It is natural

to take the canonical parameters in И as these variables.

Further on we do this without reservation. The computation

of radial parts of Laplace operators in Lie supergroup сазе

is done along the ваше lines as it done i ъ {"•
1
 ' n semislmpie

Lie group caee. The scheme ie the following олэ:

1) We show that Laplace operators commute with yat



other.

2) We point out the 1-1 linear correspondence between

the polynomials on Lie algebra that are invariant w<,r»t.

both ajoint representation and the Laplace operators. Denote

Ap the Laplace operator corresponding to the polynomial P ,

3} bet Pf*) be invariant polynomial on Lie algebra Q

and let

P(t) « I Z . P, • t
4
 -.-t'* (0.2)

be its restriction on Cartan subalgebra Д ofH .

Denote у. the base injt, t being the correspon-

ding coordinates and put fc
H
 »(Y

t
* , Y

K
 ) » "here C^. %) is

the invariant inner product in й , Denote °f the ele-

nents of the matrix }/ $-
lK
 ]\ , Denote jf, the space of li-

near forms T on j~t »

tit) « Z ^ t'. (0.3)

issig;.e to a polynomial (0.2) on ft a polynomial P

on Л,'

C0.4)

Define the highest term of the radial part of the Lap-

operator Др , P being a homogeneous polynoaial, by

+*• = Z ?<"*£-„<,+* (o.5)



where 7t is the differential operator of the degree lower

than к .

4) From some simple genei'al facts one defines the radial

part of the Laplace operator of the second order correspon-

ding to P,it) = Z s
ik
 t'f* , ^ = I'Y- Y ) '

 n a a e l y

«here f(i) is the density of the invariant measure on the

Lie group in so-called polar coordinates.

5) One proves that the density of the invariant measure

has the form jo = J , where J- satisfies the equation

It follows from (0.7) that the formula (0.6) could be rewrit-

ten in the form

fa) Let Д р be an arbitrary Laplace operator, Д р =

It follows from the commutativity of Л
2
 and ^ p that A p

ani* Д, = 7 4 — j — r — ^ commute. It follows from here

*<«

after elementary computations that A p has polynomial coef-

ficients. On the other hand it follows from the definition

of &j> that u p must transform the functions satisfying some

periodyoity conditions into the functions of t! same kind.

rhie in mind, we obtain that up has constant coefficients.

So



where P(t) = Z И ** r
it
...r

tif
 , / ' • - « -

being the same aa in (0.4) and flff ) Is the polynomial of

the iWf* degree.

7) There acts in ft the Weyl g_oup ^ . Using (0.3)

one extends the action of W on /•£ , i.e (S?) (t) - T(*t)
о
A transforms the W -invariant functions into them selves.

It follows from Ъеге and from the W -in variantnese of P

that Q ia W -invariant too.

Further on, due to the well-known Chevalley theorem { 2]

each VV -invariant polynomial P'*) on*Cartan subalgebra

ft admitts the continuation up to the polynomial Pt
x
) on

which is invariant w.r.t. ajoint representation. In particu-

lar, this concernes P^t) = Z \... i^ t
 ll
 " '*

«here
 П(

...
ч
 »

 Z
 **-* Л

; Л
-^

Л #
Г^"'Ч--Ч-

is tae highest homogeneous term of Qft) . bet A p be the

Laplace operator corresponding io ^ . Due to (0.5), (0.9) its

radial part has the form A
p
 = 4- (" Q^ (-M.) ̂- ̂ C ^ ) ' ) ; » where

ч^ is the polynomial of the degree lower than that of (J
±
 , Hen

ce Д
р
.^ has the radial part &Р-Ц =f (?(£) +0,$))^ ,

where 4j is the polynomial of the degree lower than that of « 1

Iterating the process we obtain the Laplace operator & , its

radial part is

Because P('r) is an arbitrary VV -invariaut homogene-

ous polynomial on jb we ODtain the following final result.



Let r(x) fce an arbitrary W -invariant polynomial onj-£,_

Then the operator (0.10) ie the radial pai-t of some Laplace

operator.

Conversely, the radial part of any Laplace operator has

the form (0.10) where Pvf) is a W -invariaat polynomial

on ff, .
This scheme as applyed to Lie supergroups meets specific

difficulties.

1) In Lie group case J-d} is the elementary skew func-

tion w.r.t, W , This automatically iraplies the k-y formula

(0,7). In Lie supergroup case this fails. Ho general facts le-

ading to (0.7) are seen. Nevertheless, (0.7) is true in U(f^)

and C(*t,n) case. It is proved directly in the paper 4.

2) The basic theorem for the last step of computation in

Lie group case, i.e. the Chevalley theorem fails in Lie super-

group case.

Denote о the algebra of all W -invariant polynomials

on the Cartan subgroup and denote S *— о its subalgebra, con-

sisting of polynomials that are restriction? on ft the poly-

nomials on 0. invariant w.r.t. ajoint representation. Denote

S > S '
:
 S algebras of polynomial on fi , the relation of

its elements with elements of «У and S respectively is due

to (0.4).

The Laplace operators correspond only to the elements of S.

Their radial parts have the form (0.10) where P
e
 ^

 f
 though.

It зеешв so that in fact ^" о and the description of the ra-

dial parts of Laplace operators in Lie superpro^,. case differs

on that in Lie group case in the following only: tuex
1



aa P in (0.10) an element of О instead of 5 • This con-

jecture is not proved, though*

•Ehe statement which is proved in ЪМр'Ч) and C(»*t
n
)

case is the following one. Слеге is a subalgebra S, in S

having the properties.

a) There is an element Д in S
t
 such that for any P« S

there is n>0 such that H P 6 £>t •

b) If Q e S> , Д
о
 is the corresponding Laplace operator

then Ал has the form (0.10) and V
е
 5- .

Couversely, e~ch operator (0.10), P
6
 ^

t
 , ia the radi-

al part of a Laplace-operator & Q , Q€ S± '

(The algebra S* is the image of S^ unde^ the map

S-*S', defined by (0.4)).

Hote the interesting property of "• that is not used in

the formulation of thie statement: if P € S then 7? Рб S

or ПР€ §'•

The algebra Sj in V-CP-tf) and C(™.n) case is cons-

tructed in paper 4. Ho general approach is known.

3) In Lie group case the Laplace operator could be defi-

ned firstly for the compact Lie group and later on with the use

of th6 analytical continuation for an arbitrary eemieimple Lie

group. This trick simplifies a great deal, tecnically.

There is no analogue of such a trick in Lie supergroup

case,

2. In semisimple Lie group case the character of an irre-

ducible finitedimensional representation is defined uniquly up

to a scalar multiple from



> X (0.11)

where Ж Л) Ая aa eigenvalue of Д , Л —>- *>(£} is

the homomorphism of the algebra of Laplace operators Into the

algebra of numbers* fhue, the irreducible finite dimensional

representation is defined uniquly by -&e homomorphlem

i.e. by eigenvalues of all Laplace operators.

In lie supergroup case among homomorphiems Д —*

there ere degenerate ones, i.e. uuch that there are at least

•two corresponding irreducible representations. Representations

that correspond to degenerate homomorphisms are called degene-

rate, too.

Аз in eemieimple Lie group case the finitedimensional

representations of Lie supergroup could be given by the hig-

hest weight. It turns out that the highest weight Л of the

degenerate representation satisfies»

#<Л) =0 (0.12)

where rt € o t is the polynomial mentioned in n°2 of the pre-

veous sec, R€ S corresponds to R via (0.4).

She presence of degenerate irreducible representation re-

lates the theory of finitedimensional representations of Lie

supergroup with that of infinitedimeneional representations of

usual Lie groups*

3. The Lie supergroup 1Л(Р'У) is the nearest analogue

of the compact Lie group U (
n
) . There is invariant integral

on ЯА($4) such that

% « 0. <°-
1
3>

(0.13) implies the following interesting corollaries.

10



I*

The space *- of functions on Zllf't) with inser pro-

duct

has the indefinite metric*

If aij($) is the matrix element of degenerate represen-

tation', then (^if,atj ) = 0 •

The character of the regular representations is equal to

zero, (In Lie group case it is equal to Sirac S -function).

Quite recently there appeared a number of papers dealing with

various aspects of representations of Lie superalgebras theory

[12] - [18] while in this paper the representations of Lie

supergroups are discussed.

4. The concuipt of Lie euperalgebra and one similar to

Lie supergroups are known in mathematics (under the other

name) for quite a long time. Put the fact that these objects

are analogous to common Lie groups and M e algebras, in parti-

cular the exponential correspondence copying the one between

groups and algebras was described most transparent (firstly, it

seems) in [ 5 ] «

Papers of this eeles does not presuppose any knoledge

about Lie supergroups.

Two first ones have general facts on Lie supergroups and

Lie superalgebras theory that are necessary for the definition

of Laplace operators.

The third one contains the computation of tha radial parts

of Laplace operators under some general assumptions about Lie

supergroups.



The fourth one has the proof that these assumptions are

valid in Я1&Я) and CO**) case. .

The fifth oae deals with the construction of the represen-

tations*

Formulae are enumerated as follows: (j.11) means formu-

la 11 of the'paper I.

5. All general results of these papers htd been obtained

in ant-1*'ти oi* 1975 and they had been delivered at he se-

siinar on supermsiixtol&a at the faculty of mathematics and mec-

hanics of Moscow State University in november-decwflber of

1975. The short notice wee published in f3j•

I ac thankful to the members of the aeminar especially

to V.G.Kac, for the active discussion. I went to express my

sincerQ gratitude to D.A.Ieitee who had translated the text

and made some remarks that improved the text.

I am very thankful to the Institute for Theoretical and

Experimental Physics for the offered opportunity to publish

manuscripts in a series of preprints.
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Ы Е SUPZRALGBBRAS

1. Basic definitions. Complex or real linear space L

ia called Z^-graded if it is preseuted as the direct виза

of two eubspaces, i.e, Ь = Ц @ Ц
 9

 Elements of L
e
 are

called even, those of Ь
1
 are called odd; elements that are

either even or wdd are called homogeneous. There is a parity

function о defined on homogeneous elements by the formulae

£<*) = 0 for xe La , S<*) = ! for x g L j .

Dimension L is a pair (f-<jf.) consisting of fp=Aim LG

and ^ = dim Lt , I c L is called a graded subspace if

L = L e © *-'t so that L'e С L» • L't
 С L

t
 •

Lie superalgebra (or in other terminology ^-
2
-graded Lie

algebra) is complex or real 7..-graded linear space ^= ^ © ^ t

provided with bilinear operation [, ] satisfying the iden-

tities

L*'-U (1г2)

(-П "'Г£[*.*П +(-0""" [A,[f33]+ (1.3)

Remark the following immediate cousequencies of (1.1)-

(1.3)*



1) ^f
o
 ia the common lie algebra, 2) there is the auto-

morphism 1* of Lie euperalgebra ^ defined f ;r homogeneous

ж fe ,; by the formula

S() ,
-- (-0 ж • *

1
'4>

Further on we sometines call Q °the base or basic sub-

algebra of .
__ , '
I •' j —*~ % \e called graded homomorphlsa of lie super-

algebras if for a homogeneous x £ (i T(X ) is

homogeneous, too and SCTY*)} •= S(x) .

L3t L be an arbitrary real linear space, "I being its

base. Complex linear space L M with elements that are for-

mal linear combinations 2 at /\ ̂ , coeffisients being arbitrary

complex members, is called complexification or complex envelope

of L .

In case L is Lie algebra or superalgebra, [L] is Lie

algebra or superalgebra, too , Structural constants of these

algebras are identical in the base X;, •

Ii ̂  = 9o ® 9. ie re&l Lie superalgebra then M ] ^

= L0© Lx ],e ^-graded linear space, ^ be the

(jrassmaaa algebra with W generators. 1'he algebra ^й^,i.e re-

al or complex depending on L being real or complex. The al-

gebra \j
ы
 1з a graded one if we agree that parity function of

any generator is 1 with a parity thus defined we obtain

Call Grsssraann envelope L (//) oi the £.''-"ied space L

a linear space coneiating of formal linear comoina;.!'n of the

form 2Г *1• ^ £ » "i*11 ^ t being a homogeneous base oi ' t

14



and O^ being homogeneous elements of \/N such that ЬО* )
 =
 o\,X

i
).

The concept of Graesmann envelope is analogous to the

concept of complex envelope* This analogy could be traced

through all the following со. .structions.

bet U L
e
« L , be a Zjj-graded linear space .Smb'(f.cj,)

linear
r
operator Л acting from L into itself is called even

if ЛЬ
0
 С L

o
 , Al

x
 С L

t
 and it is called odd if

<s%L
0
 С L

t
 , <7с1>1 С L

o
 . Thus, the space of all linear

operators on L obtaines Z
2
«grading. Ve introduce a bili-

near operation £ , 1 defined on homogeneous Л, да Ъу

the formula

Ъ(А) S W
[Л, til = Jt$> - (-1) frit. (1.5)

It is easy to verify identities (1.1)-(1.3). So we have

obtained an example of Lie superalgebra. This algebra is de-

noted Qfiii'i't-) end it ie real or complex depending on rea-

lity or complexity of the initial space L ,

Union of the base of L
o
 with the base of Lj is the

base of L ; in such a base the even and odd elements of

) have the form

respectively, where A, D are square matrices of si^e р

and Of x. (^ respectively and в, С are rectangular mat



rices of the size f> X <%. and °f.* p respectively.

A graded homoraorphism ъ —*- ~T
V O

f _ a Lie superalgeb-

ra g into the algebra $ £ ^ ?) is called a linear repre-

sentation of £
 щ

Linear representation is called irreducible if linear

operators /^ do not contain any mutual invariant Л-
2
 -gra-

ded subspace except the whole L and zero subspace.

Linear representation l
x
 is called completely reducible

if each invariant Ẑ .-graded aubspaco have the invariant

complementary space (a fortiory it is graded).

Let U ~ J
o
® J-i be an arbitrary Lie superalgebra»

There are operators ad (x)
 :
 к ^ in ^ :

It follows from (1.1)-(1»3) that operator <xd(x) щ the

Z-graded space J/ is a homogeneous one if so is

S (cull*) )= S(x) emd

~ (-1) *

Hence,operators ad(-x) term a linear representation of

Lie superalgsbra у • T^i
0
 representation is called ajoint.

It follows from the identities (11/-(1.3) that subspaces У
а

and 9j are invariant under adi* "i , x e y
o
 .We denote

Ctd
t
 the representation of ^ that arises this way in ^

and we denote ad. the one that arises this way in Q .

ad
0
 is the usual a joint representation of the Lie algebra £?ff •

Remark. The definition of the commutator in gJ^Cf'4)

given by (1.5) and there the definition' of i ^presentation

of an arbitrary Lie superalgebra are not the only pot,? M o

16



ones. The other way is to put \A,%~\ •=(-!) л >8 — # •" •

After such a definition the ajoint representation ought to be

defined by the formula ad<x) у - c-1) *' [ x, y^

Operators ctet (x) do not form a representation of Lie super-

algebra with reepect to such a definition. On the contrary,

operators ao((
x
) do not form a representation of Lie super-

algebra under the definition (1.5).

2. Cartaa pubalgebras. Lie guperalgebraa of the I and II

type.

Recall, that a Cartan subalgebra J\, in an arbitrary

Lie algebra 0j is called such a maximal commutative subal-

gebra that (j (if 4 is a complex space) or [C$ ] (if CJ is

a real space) aius* have a base consisting of coranon eigenvectors

of operators adtx) . x t j t .By maxinality of J-f, one

understands that Ju is no- contained in any other algebra

with the same properties.

Let 6 be eigenvector for all operators ad(x) , •* eJ^,

в belonging to Q or Ъо[С1] . Then

[x,e] = c<(%) e .

It is evident that a (x ) is a linear function on Jv-

I;i' case
 a

i^) ф 0, c*
 i s

 called a root and the vector €

is called the root vector. An element ~XGji/ ±в called regu-

lar if o((x) ф 2nin for all roots « and n is integer.

It follows from this definition that if X is a regular ele-

ment and [ y, x] = 0 , then # ej"i

Revenons ja. nos superalgebras. Let Jb
 c
 j be a Car-

tan subalgebra, 6*6^ or f 6 f ̂ \] be some eigenvector

for operators otAA*) j <*'*) being the corresponding

17



eigenvalue, i.e. {x,e~\ = «(x) б . ос Is a linear function

on ft/ • If ос(х)ф О then ire call ot the.odd root and

call € the odd root vector. The usual roet vector 6 С *j
#

and corresponding roota are called even.

Call the element * € . H superregiilar if «(*)=£ 2tr;*i.

ft is integer for all roots as even as odd.

Call J{, c ^ the Cartan sabalgebra of the i type if

Г*,&}=г0 for all xfeji implies that 4 fcH- , i.e. £-0 ^^6$,-

We call Jbc ^ the Cartan subalgebra of the ft type if the above

condition is not valid. Note, that if [-л, -k~\ =0 for «11 ж €• И

and Ъ$$ thec with necessity, n €

Call yf a Lie superalgebra of the I type if all Carta»

subalgebres J^ С Q are of the I type. Lie superalgebras of the

И type are define? similarly.

If Of is a complex Lie superalgebra and w is reductive
 л
'

then all Cartan subalgebras jfc
<
~ j

t

 a
^e conjugate under

operators of ajoint rapresentation of the corresponding group

Cr
0
 - бхр У

о
 . One deduces that such a superalgebra is either

of the I or of the 11 type.

Thie property is valid also for real Lie superalgebras

with reductive basis algebra CJ
t
 , i.e. any auch algebra be-

longs either to the 1 or to the II type. To prove this, one

ought t' >ass frcm ~/ to its complex envelope Itf] •

3. Connection with the usual Lie algebras. Denote

''' Lie algebra is called reductive if it is the direct

aum of a semisimple Lie al& jra and a commutative on-



бгаветадп envelope of Lie superalgebra ~J . After the defi-

nition, tf(/f) coneiete of formal linear combinations

* - Г x*X
t
 + Z « ' 2y >

 (1#8)

«here {X{} ie a baee of ££ , (S- } is a base of ̂  f
1 r ( ^ J ^ ( ^ f ) ccnBU*a*or of elements

of the form (1.8) is defined by the formula

where 5 s Г y* Xj + X V S-• , Г , 1 at the right hand

side of (1.9) denotes the commutator in $ .It follows

from the definition of a Lie superalgebra that Gjitf) pro»

vided with the eoamutator (1.9) is the common Lie algebra.

In all cases f*. Jl = - t 3. * T and for £«>[).»]]

the ordinary Jacoby identity is valid. Denote ~}(M) the ob-

tained Lie algebra.

Рог the construction of 4(M) we shall take real or

complex a?.gebras Qj^ depending on reality or complexity

of the initial Lie superalgebra ^j . Call ^j(^) associated

with Q .

Automorphism t (1.4) acting on Lie superalgebra

defines the automorphism (denoted also ~C ) of y(W) that

on the elements of the form (1.8) acts via the formula

29



Choosing generators of Grassmann algebra

composes linear space of Lie algebra ~j[(ff> into the direct aim

where у ( Л J oonsists of linear combinations ^ т л ; , f

are even elements of \/j/ of degree 5 Л , / Xj ̂  being the

base of Q , Q (tf) consists of linear combinations 5^ <? ^i
4* ' У4* ' лУ

are odd elements of ^/y of degree 2K+1 , (S Л being

the base of ^ . Ihe space ̂  ^ ^ ) is naturally identified with

, i.e. even part of Q , and it is a Lie suLalgebra in

The elements of Of(tf)® Q(tf)exa generators of Q(N).

If Xt $*()/) у yeCj
e
(/f) .than C«.J] € '

This implies, in particular, that

is a eubalgebra of QjW) and

is the Ideal in Oj %<)/)* ХМП *).(*) * $9 (K)

is the Ideal in

The subspace

is not a eubalgebra.

4* Examples. In the foregoing examples the L -! : -t>er-

slgobra 4 is built of matrices and commutator is dê ..
 J
 b.v

20



the formula

ix.Jj] = octj-l-i) у* , (1.10)

the juxtaposition stands for usual matrix multiplication.

1) ~ft£(f''1 ) » This Lie superalgebra is described in

sec. 7. In appropriate base its even and odd parts are of mat-

rices of the form (1.6 ) and (1.6.j) respectively, Lie super-

algebra Q^J-t'f) could be either Teal or complex^?) (Л'^Л)

The even part at this algebra 46
0
(t'l) consists of the

matrices of the form (1.6
Q
) with A and D being skewher-

mitian. The odd part- cA^ (r-f) consists of the matrices (1,6.)

that could be represented in the form

f" /0 B\

V-аГ о )
(1.11)

where В the aJoint of о .

The algebra И (?*'?) is analogous to the Lie algebra

of the ekewhermitian matrices. In particular it is real and

its eomplexification coinsides with у£(j'-f)-

3) С(
т
'П) • C

t
(i*i*l) consists of 2(м*и)Х 2<м+и)

matrices. These matrices being written in the form (1.6 )

with A and D being square of the size 2mx7m and

2 n x 2n respectively have the form

2 1



It follows from (1,12) that A and D satisfy the re

latione

Dr+ Г0'=о . * * (hi)

From here on the dash stands for transposition, the bar

stands for complex conjugation and I stands for unit matrix

of appropriate size,

Q (ж, и) consists of matrices

(зе'к o) •
 B =
 U r j

(1.14)

where <* > *•' are complex rectangular m * n matrices.

From (1.12)-(1.14) it follows that cellular matrix (* p

with С - JB К satisfies the equation

4) /?(
л
) • А

0
(
П
 ) consists of all comp-

lex #1 * и square matriC3s
f
 ft

t
 (•*) also consists of

all complex /t л n square matrices.

The first three algebras are of I type,..̂ ile •&(**•)

belongs to Я type. ft («) containes the simple . au-
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peralgebra that in [4'JiF denoted as A(nV-

lie supergroup corresponding to C ( M > « ) is the

Lie supergroup of generallized canonical transformations that

mixes up Fermi and Bose operators of creation and annihilati-

on. We shall see below that it has the interesting property:

its complex envelope does not have an" real form with the com-

pact base G, .

Lie algebras Р(Ю of examples 1 )-3) consist» of matrices

of the form (^ & V with matrix elements of A and D
W D I

being even and thope of В and С being odd. In example

1) а>(-Ю- Consists o* all matrices of the described form, in

the other examples there are .extra conditions.

These conditions could be conveniently described with

the use of involution in y
u
 , denoted by asterissic f —*• f

(The properties of involution are the following: {i ) = -f,

(^•£) - ft \ . (*f) - A f , ( Л being com-

plex number, Л its conjugare). The involution and complex

conjugation are naturally continued from 4Jr/ to the matrices

with elements of £Jj/ component wise, i.e. given Л •=• \\ «̂"jll .

О — II O-ji II , O = И 6ijf И .In exaiapla 2) Of (Ю con-

sists of matrices /t satisfying

^
 + Л

* ~° (1.16)

Matrices of example 3) satisfy the condition (1.13)

and the following extra condition

I 0/ А В \/I 0

(c o)(0 l
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where I is the unit matrix and ^ ~ ( о I I

formof matrices A, В, С, D is the same as of the matrices

A,B,C, D in (1.12), (1.14). In the example 4) the lie algeb-

ra Q (N) eoneicte of square ntn matrices with elements

being even eWente of ^. , while the space ^ ( H ) consists

of square Л%П matrices with elements being odd elements

5". The Cartan Subalgebras and Boot Vectors in Lie Superal-

gebras IMf^) and_ С ("*,«) . bet as consider in the

Lie algebra 1(
t
(P^) & Cartan subalgebra jt

0
 • consisting

of diagonal matrices. There are matrices in J£-o with eigen-

values being all different. So if « € tU(f''1) satisfies

[x,l]=O for all /tfe^4 then as 6 f{,a »
 Bo ^ fr'*) ie

the U e superalgebra of the type 1 .

let us consider in the complex envelope (.ШМ)] of

the elements

о оj •
 е
г/ - (о ̂  )• V

where £;.• is the matrix with 1 on the intersection of

•-th row and ^-th column all the other elements being ze-

ro. The cellular decomposition in (l.ii) is the same as in

(1«11}« Let us present an element nGJt, in the form

The connutation relations of elements of and vectors Г, 1

are the following



[*.#]-i«-Y»#

So, vectors (1.18) are root vectora,the multiples

a.s.o. in the righ hand sides of (1.19) are roots,the roots of

the first sentence of (1,19)are even,the ones of the second sen-

tence are odd.Note,that if Jf is an odd root, so is -
 4
,
7

Come to the Lie superalgabra С\тл) „ Let j-^ be a
я - (Ф 0 \

Cartan subalgebra consisting of diagonal matrices "ft = м о if)

'*<• n \
u
 -4

Matrices f<f and < "J/ are elements of Cartan algebras

of orthogonal and eymplectic Lie algebras 0(3m,/R) and

Sf> (2H,/R) respectively. Denote £,y the same matrices as

in [LL2)i

fcij " \ о о

Denote Fji the skew aatrix with 1 standing on the inter- i

section of i -th row and j'-th column, -1 standing on the in-

tersection of J -th row and * —th column, all the other ele-

ments being zero. Denote Cr^ the symmetric matrix analogous

to Щ . It follows from the formulae (1.12), (1.14) that

there is a basis in the complex envelope f С (»>• ч) ~\ of the
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LI* euperalgebra CO**»*J consieting of

0 0 0HI /Efi 0 0 0 V , /

\ о о о о I ' \ i
\0 о • о/ \

« . / • ° • • \ ui /

«J [ о о ̂  о j > r
tl
 ;

\ 0 fl в -«& / \ о а о о

/ о

\

(£.10)

Т, S being the баше 26 in \1. * Sj.

The commutation relations between h fe H, and the elements

are the following

i t f u^ Ц



It follows tvcaO-21) that the eleaents (L 20) are root

vectors. The corresponding roots are defined by the right

hart aides of formulae (1-21) • As vectors ГС,у belong to

the odd part of the Lie superalgebra С(*>*), the correspon-

ding roots are odd.
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